Above: Bob Violett Models .96 “Special Edition.”
This represents the pinnacle of glow ducted fan engine
development.

Above: Brodack .25 U-Control engine

New In Box Cox Babe Bee .049

Below: This well-worn original Cox Babe Bee .049 is exactly
like the one I found in a drainage ditch, nearly 40 years ago.
That engine was the catalyst for my life-long love affair with
engines and model aircraft.

Above: Cox Black Widow .049. This Black Widow is
identical to the one that powered my first RC aircraft,
a Carl Goldberg 1/2A Skylane

Cox Conquest .15RC. This was Cox’s entry into the
Quarter Midget power class

Above: Later model Cox Black Widow .049. This was
produced during Estes (rockets) ownership of Cox

Below: Original Cox Flight Kit, complete with 1.5v starter
battery, glow plug clip, wrench, and a unopened pint of
Cox glow fuel.

Above: Cox Golden Bee .049 fitted with a
Diesel head. The Golden Bee engines were
anodized gold and had a larger fuel tank.

Cox Medallion .051RC with muffler

Cox Golden Bee .049 in original bubble pack. Notice the price of
$5.98!

Cox TD .09

Cox Pee Wee .020 in original ’jewel’ case

Cox Pee Wee .020 fitted with a rare muffler

Cox Pitts Special “50th Anniversary” control line model, powered by a Pee Wee .020

Cox 140. This 1.4 cu. in. (originally gas) engine
was produced by Cox for their “Beaver”
chainsaw and “Bronco” bike engines. Some
were converted to glow and sold by
Hobby Shack under the name “Rhino 140.”
The Rhino was the first true “giant scale
engine,” bridging the gap between the O.S.
Max .80 and the Quadra 35.
This example has been customized by me and
fitted with a Kavan carburetor.

Cox model engines
Cox model engines are used to power small model
airplanes, model cars and model boats. They were in
production for more than 60 years between 1945 and
2006. The business is named for founder Leroy M. Cox.
He started L.M. Cox Manufacturing Co. Inc, which later
became Cox Hobbies Inc., then Cox Products, before
being sold to Estes Industries, when it became Cox
Models. On February 7, 2009, Estes Industries stopped
producing Cox engines and sold all of their remaining
inventory – mainly spare parts – to several private
buyers from Canada and the US. One of the new owners of the remaining Cox engine and parts inventory
has launched a website with an online store. Millions
of engines were produced. They became the most
common 1/2A Class 0.049 cubic inch engine in the
world, and probably still are today. Although the production of the engines ceased some years ago, engines
made as far back as the 1950s are still sold "as new"
and are in abundance on eBay worldwide.

Cox TD .15. Largest of the TD family of
engines. I don’t have the original box or
paperwork, but this engine appears never to
have been run.
T.D. stands for “Thimble Drome”

Cox TD .010 with black tank and aluminum case

Early Cox TD .010 in jewel case. This engine was the FIRST
engine I ever purchased with the idea of ‘collecting’ engines
- purchased about 1990.

Below: Early Cox TD .010 (back)
Cox TD .020 (front) with a larger, custom red anodized aluminum fuel tank and spinner.

Above: My ACE Dick’s Dream 1 channel airplane with Cox TD .020 for power

Cox TD .020

Cox TD .049

Above: Cox TD .051 in jewel case

Below: Desert Aircraft 120cc twin in my Xtreme
Decathlon
Cox ‘Texaco’ .049. This engine is designed for
duration runs, hence the larger tank and heat-sink
glowhead, which aids in cooling when swinging
larger props at lower rpm’s.

Below: Original 1967 ‘Dynajet’ Pulse Jet engine

Fitzpatrick .61ABC. This rare 2-stroke, glow, Schnuerle ported, ball bearing engine was designed by the Fitzpatrick Brothers, Charlie and Mike of Chula Vista, CA.
This engine was always noted as being one of the finest looking around. The first
100 or so castings for the original .60 were made in North Hollywood, but the bad
business climate in California eventually drove production of the .61 to a company
in Canada in the 1990's. The engine features high quality investment castings,
CNC machined parts and real chrome (not nickel) plated finishes and fasteners. It
was designed with twin ball bearings with a larger front bearing to prevent started
damage. The specially grooved head was said to operate cooler than most engines. Other features included the serviceability of the carburetor and the way the
very attractive muffler was attached to the engine. The bar stock connecting rods
were bushed at each end and the crankshaft dynamically balanced. It turned up to
20,000 RPM.

Left: Fox .29RC
I struggled with starting this
engine until finally realizing
the sleeve had been installed
180 degrees backward!
After correcting, it fired right
up.

Fox .25RC Bushing

Below: Fox .35 50th Anniversary
Edition. This limited, numbered
production features an overall black
finish and 24K GOLD plated hardware.
Certificate of authenticity signed by
Mrs. Duke Fox.

Above: Fox .46ABC BB w/
Fox tuned muffler.
Perhaps one of Fox’s
best performing sport
engines.

Left: Fox Eagle IV .60ABC
RC w/Fox tuned muffler.
Fox made very few ABC
engines.

Aluminum Piston
Brass Sleeve
Chrome liner

Left: Fox .74ABC Eagle IV w/Davis Diesel head and Fox tilt down muffler.
Right: Fox .74 Ring Eagle IV with Fox tilt up muffler.
Both engines were selectively polished and painted (by me) for a custom look.

Above: Fox .60RC Eagle III REAR Intake.
Very rare example.

Above and left: Fox engines, circa 1967
Red Head is a Fox .74RC
Blue Head is a Fox .60RC

Twin plugs were an attempt at improving idle reliability
and throttle response.
Interestingly, the engines used two different plugs,
long reach and short reach.

Both engines featured ball bearing supported crankshafts and exhaust baffles linked to carburetors,
robust construction, finish and appearance that set
the standard, but would later be eclipsed by other
manufacturers.

Left: Fox .78RC with rare Semco Flowthrough twin stack muffler

Below: Fox 1.20 Twin with Fox tuned
mufflers. The 120 never achieved favor
with its target audience, the “giant scale”
community, owing to two problems: It was
very “high strung,” preferring smaller
props at high rpm, and poor port design.
It is said that a work-around for the poor
porting is to turn the base gaskets 180
degrees, thus blocking a transfer port
suspected of quenching glow plugs

Above: Fox .59RC with bar stock carburetor

Right top and middle: Fox Falcon .60’s. Top is new,
never run. Middle is barely broken in.
Both engines feature the Fox “2 jet carburetor” which
confounded MANY a modeler (including me), UNTIL you
understand two key points prior to attempting to tune:
1. The engine must first be totally broken in
2. The low speed MUST be adjusted BEFORE the high
speed

Fox flow-through mufflers are LOUD!

Right: Fox Eagle .60BB RC. Fox made a few of these with
gold anodized heads. Some Eagles featured an angled
plug and some an offset (towards exhaust) plug location.
This one has the offset plug.
The Eagle also utilized the Fox 2-jet carburetor.

Right: Fox Hawk .60. In my opinion, one of THE
most attractive model engines ever produced.
Duke Fox’s “Hawk” .60 was designed to run on no
nitro FAI fuel and go head-to-head with the expensive imported pattern .60’s of the era. Unfortunately, the head design caused an over-compressed
condition, poor fuel burn and overheating.
Extremely close tolerances created an overly tight
engine that would frequently seize up long before
it was ever broken-in. And modelers were frustrated by the unconventional Fox 2 jet carburetor. It
never lived up to expectations. BUT is still one of
my most prized Fox engines!

Below: Fox ’Quickie’ .40. Like the Hawk, this engine was designed to give the expensive imports a
run for their money. Intended exclusively for
Quickie 500 racing, the Fox Quickie COULD in fact
turn with the Rossi .40 at the time. With its long
tuned muffler and the right prop, one could expect
20,000 rpm. However, comparatively poor overall
fit and finish, as well as higher engine weight did
not give it the edge in competition. The massive
ports essentially killed the engine’s ability to idle
at all making it unsuitable for anything but WFO
operation all the time!

Above left: Irvine .40 Diesel. Above right: Irvine .20 Diesel.
British built; considered some of the finest diesels ever produced.

Right: G-mark .03RC. This is the smallest glow, RC carburetor
and muffler equipped engine ever produced. Made in Japan.

Left: HP Gold
Cup 1.20 twin

Above: JETT engineering .76L (long stroke).
This Dub Jett “Signature Series” is completely machined
from bar stock, boasting size and weight comparable to a .46!
K-Mills 1.3cc
diesel

Below: KRAFT .61RC w/original Kraft carburetor. Later versions came
with a Perry carburetor. When introduced, this engine was THE gold
standard for .60 sized pattern competition.

K&B .15RC - often used in 1/4 Midget racers

K&B .40RC in my Quickie 500
racer

K&B Torpedo “Allyn” .45RC

K&B .40RC (new)

K&B .28RC Sportster

Above: K&B “Screamin” .48 in my Top Flight
Taurus vintage pattern plane. This engine was
customized by Clarence Lee. Superb performer!

K&B .65 Sportster (used)

Milestones in the history of K&B Engines









1946 Founded by John Brodbeck and Lou Kading
1955 Merged with Allyn Manufacturing
K&B bought out Allyn
Owned by Nabisco Briefly
Sold to Aurora Plastics
K&B acquired Veco Products
Sold to Leisure Dynamics
1981 Leisure Dynamics dissolved and K&B was sold to
John Brodbeck, however he had a silent partner, William
G Bennett, owner of Circus Circus Enterprises.






1990 K&B built a new 50,000 sq ft facility in Lake Havasu
City, Arizona and began the move from Downey, CA.
1996 William Bennett placed new management in an attempt to turn a profit.
Mid 1999, the management of K&B was planning on moving K&B to Las Vagas.
Late 1999 K&B was sold to MECOA (RJL Industries) and
the move back to California began. Now located in Monrovia, Ca., about 25 miles north of the old Downey location.

K&B .61 “twisty” w/K&B long tuned muffler... named for the unusual manner in which the head threads onto the cylinder

Above: K&B 6.5cc w/mini pipe. The hottest Formula 1 engine for its time. Designed to beat the Super Tigre X40.
Below: K&B 6.5RC w/pipe. For ducted fan or racing applications where a throttle is required.

Left: K&B 6.5RC w/
muffler.
For high performance
sport flying where throttle
AND muffler are required.

KAVAN 50cc Mk III FOUR CYCLE TWIN
This Kavan 3 Cubic Inch twin is one of the most outstanding engines ever built. Truly superb casting and impeccable
German workmanship resulted in a true masterpiece.
The FK50 is a scale (2 cylinder) version of the world famous Continental engine that was used in many popular early
light aircraft. This alternate-firing 4 cycle twin is virtually vibration free and extremely fuel efficient.
The FK50 is the only model engine made with a "wet sump" oil system with an internal oil pump and a Dip Stick. The
lowest or no oil content alcohol or gasoline can be used resulting in the best possible combustion mixture and
cleanest exhaust.
This the rarest and least produced ‘Mk III’ ignition version with steel cam gears (instead of nylon), and a two magnet
electronic pick-up system for advancing and retarding of spark, allowing excellent low speed idle and mid to high
speed transition.

Merco .40RC glow

Merco .29RC (5cc) diesel

Merco .60RC glow w/Semco Flow-through muffler. This engine was
given to me by the late John Hoppe. I found the matching muffler on
eBay. Excellent runner.

Merco .60 (10cc). Custom diesel head by Peter Tarn.
Comes with both fixed venturi and RC carburetors.

Moki 180cc 5 cylinder radial, currently installed in my Bearcat

MVVS .61 Diesel

By 1941 Irv Ohlsson had teamed up with Harry Rice, and the firm of Ohlsson & Rice were producing a '.19', a '.23' and a '.60'
that were very popular. By the time WWII shut down their production, they had produced about 75,000 engines. After the war,
O&R got back into production and by the end of 1947, their production had risen to almost a thousand engines per working
day. The company came to a close in the 1960's.
O&R .23

O&R .60

O.K. Cub engines.
Above is .099. Right is .049.
Below is .074

In 1938, Charles Brebeck formed the Herkimer Tool and Model
Company to manufacture his engines. A year later, he obtained a
patent for improvements to engine design to minimize heat distortion and facilitate economical manufacture.
Charles held a patent for a method to fabricate a model engine
crankshaft using a cooling jig to prevent welding heat from softening and distorting the assembly. He also received two patents
for sine bars, one which facilitated bevel-gear manufacture and
was widely used during World War II.
In the summer of 1949, Herkimer came out with the OK Cub, the
first real mass-produced .049. Later in the year, Charles introduced the Anderson Baby Spitfire .045. The OK Engine business
blossomed and by the end of 1949, there were OK Cubs in .049,
.074, and .099 displacements.
Charles Brebeck was a talented designer, but also a successful
businessman. His chosen business was to supply modelers with
affordable and reliable engines. In 1952, Herkimer was making
more than 1000 engines a day. He advertised in Air Trails, Model
Airplane News, Flying Models, Boy’s Life, Popular Science, and
Science & Mechanics because he wanted prospective modelers
to know about his product. By the end of 1953, Herkimer had
sold more than a million engines, had 700 distributors, and was
carried by 4400 dealers.
Charles passed away in April of 1963. His Hall of Fame sponsor,
William Mohrbacher, wrote: “There is no doubt that without
Charles Brebeck’s designs and marketing, thousands of modelers may never have entered our hobby.”

Left: O.S. Max H60 w/Davis Soundmaster
muffler. Superb running engine (and quiet).

Right: O.S. Max H60 GP rear carburetor. New.

Left: O.S. Max H80 rear carburetor.
This engine features twin O.S. 80th Anniversary gold
glow plugs.
At one time, this was the largest mass-produced glow
engine available.

O.S. engines (made in Japan) are well-known for their
legendary high quality.

O.S. GT-33cc gas engines mounted to my test stand,
above. These will power my Grumman F5F
Skyrocket.

Left: O.S. 49PI .30 cu. in. (4.9cc) Wankel engine on
Rick Schell test stand.
The Japanese model engine specialist O.S. Max, the
German model building company Graupner and the
German automaker NSU, jointly developed a model
Wankel (rotary) engine in the 1970s .

Progress Aeroworks: Makers of P.A.W. diesel engines. Founded by Gig Eifflaender, 1922 - 2005. Run by Anthony and
Cathy Eifflaender. Manufactured in Macclesfield, Cheshire, United Kingdom
My collection of P.A.W. diesels are nearly always featured on the P.A.W. Facebook home page. Cathy Eifflaender once
commented to me, “Your collection of PAWs is better than ours!”
Since this picture was taken, I have acquired a couple more… P.A.W. no longer anodizes their engines, so I have focused exclusively on collecting only PAW engines that were anodized. None of my PAWs have been run and with the
exception of the .09 Texaco, all my PAWs are RC “throttle-equipped” engines and either single or twin ball race supported crankshafts.

P.A.W. .049 cu. in.

P.A.W. .49 cu. in.

P.A.W. .033 cu. in.

P.A.W. .09 Texaco

P.A.W. .15 cu. in.

P.A.W. .40 cu. in.

I have always been fascinated by model diesels (more accurately called “compression ignition”). A model diesel requires considerably more tuning finesse since there are so
many variables that can affect operation. Perhaps the biggest drawback to model diesels is the lack of any commercially available fuel. To run a model diesel in the U.S. one
must “brew” his own fuel, which is a mixture of Kerosene,
Castor Oil, Ether, and Amyl Nitrate.
Diesels are quite messy and have a very distinct exhaust
odor that permeates EVERYTHING. Some love it… most
don’t. With the availability of high quality glow and gas engines, and the popularity of electrics, model diesels are rarely used anymore.
The example to the right is a .35RC TBR, the only
‘natural’ aluminum finish P.A.W. in my collection.

P.A.W. .06 cu. in.

P.A.W. .60 cu. in.

Super Tigre engines were produced in Italy to exacting
standards and superb performance.

Left: Super Tigre G60 Blue head

Below: Super Tigre X40 racing engine

Quadra 35

While neither elegantly built nor high in performance, the Quadra 35cc gas engine ranks very high on my list of NOTEWORTHY engines. Running on an inexpensive gas/oil mix, with magneto ignition, the Q35’s introduction revolutionized
“giant scale” RC modeling forever. It is the ‘granddad’ of EVERY RC gas engine flown today.
My son gave me this engine… a “barn find” (actually an aircraft hangar). I cleaned, polished, painted select areas and rebuilt the carburetor. This engine has several flights on a large Stearman biplane and is a superb runner.
Left: WenMac .049 w/”Roto-matic” spring
starter
Right: WenMac Atwood .051 Outboard.

The Wen-Mac model line was begun by two
brothers, Len & Jack McRoskey The company's name originated from a contraction of the
partners names, the 'Mac' part is obvious, but
the ‘Wen' was from the (now) little known
Adolph Wenland, their early partner. As of
1964, some 6000 Wen-Mac were being produced a day.

RotoMotors 85cc four stroke
opposed twin

RotoMotors are made in the Czech
Republic.
They run as good as they look!

RotoMotors 85cc four stroke
INLINE twin

Mounted in the nose of my Bud
Nosen 1933 Gere Sport biplane

Left: Technopower 5 cylinder radial with distributor
and spark ignition. 14cc displacement. This early example features troublesome glass-reinforced nylon rocker
boxes.

Right: Technopower “Big Bore” 7 cylinder radial
32cc. Glow ignition.

Left: Technopower “Big Bore” 9 cylinder radial
41cc. Glow ignition. Serial # 007.

Left: Saito FG-90 R3 3 cylinder 90cc gas
radial w/custom KELEO exhaust collector.

This will power my 1/5 scale Grumman F4F
Wildcat.

Right: Valach 120cc opposed twin gas
four stroke

Valach compact muffler

Testors McCoy Series 21 glow engines.
“Modern design meets crude production processes”
These were decent, low cost sport engines that
required lots of oil, low nitro, and careful handling to avoid over-heating. They were
only produced in 4 sizes (as pictured) with either U/C or RC carburetors.

All are “New Old Stock” (never run), except my 2nd McCoy .29RC (w/black prop backplate) >

Left: Veco .19RC

Below: Veco .45RC
w/after-market flow –
through muffler

Above: “Veco” .61 made under license by HB in
Germany. This engine has far more in common with
an HB .61, than a Veco.

Below: Genuine Veco .61 Customized by the engine
designer, Clarence Lee

Below: early glow Veco .35 RC.
Note the vintage glow plug

